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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS??

Learn to feel in your heart the sorrows of the world and to make as your own, the suffering of the
Most Sacred Heart of God.

Contemplate in your hearts the Creation and all that it manifests, how it expresses itself in the
universe.  Contemplate the perfection and the harmony of nature, of the sun, of the cycles of the
Earth.  Feel in your hearts the potential of the Divine Perfection that is latent in your interior. Ask
yourselves every day what is the path to manifest this potential.

I wish that, in the heart of human beings, the love to the Divine Creation were greater than the love
to the human creation, but you are much more clung to what comes from your own ideas than to
what comes from the Divine Thought.

The human beings learned to love and admire what was created by their limited mind, and the pride
gained was so big that they remained closed in their own smallness and in stinginess, and they could
not love something superior or even believe in its existence.

With grief in My heart, I tell you that many do not transform themselves because they do not truly
believe in the existence of God, of His Plan and of His Messengers.

The consciousnesses observe chaos and evil progressing in the world and prefer to think that it has
always been like this or isolate themselves in the small problems and concerns of their lives, as a
way to not realize that the true boat that is sinking is not just in the Middle East, but in the whole
world.

It is the human consciousness, My dear ones, that is submerging ever more profoundly in the
darkness.  And, when the times need to see you more awake and prepared, surrendered and
confident in the invisible, you are hiding from the truth and diving more and more into illusion, to
not realize that the final times have already come.

Heaven will always thank your prayers and, with the little effort of all beings, it will try to remove
the weight from the scale of Justice that leans towards the disappearance of humanity.

You, companions, are living cells of the Heart of God; for this His grief for this world is so great.

The Project of the Creator is perfect and everything has already been delivered to you in order that
you can live it, but you need to decide to stand up from the bed in which you sleep in illusion every
day, to act in favor of humanity.

I love you; for this I warn you.

They are already times of emergency, it is time to awaken.
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If you walk by My side and listen to My words, as well as to all the words of the Divine
Messengers, you will realize that you already have all of the keys to open the door to a new
humanity.

May you be in peace, but always attentive and vigilant, awake and ready for the transformation.

I love you and bless you.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph, for the awakening of all of humanity


